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We will report on the ATLAS Great Lakes Tier-2 (AGLT2), one of five US ATLAS Tier-2 sites, providing a
brief overview of our experiences planning, deploying, testing and maintaining our infrastructure to support
the ATLAS distributed computing model. AGLT2 is one of the larger WLCG Tier-2s worldwide with 2.2
PB of dCache storage and 4500 job-slots, so we face a number of challenges in monitoring, managing and
maintaining our site. Many of those challenges are related to storage, data-management and I/O capabilities.
As part of this report we will focus on our recent work in updating, configuring and monitoring our storage
systems. In addition to describing new hardware like SSDs and multi-10GE storage nodes we will report on
using such tools as pCache and LSM (Local Site Mover) and a new “site-aware” dCache configuration which
have helped to remove some bottlenecks in our infrastructure.
Because AGLT2 utilizes a central syslog host, we are able to track the behavior of all our worker nodes in
staging files in and out via LSM logging. We have constructed a system based upon a custom-built MySQL
database which tracks our local resources and merges in information from the central syslog host and the
dCache billing DB to allow us to better understand and optimize our site’s storage system behaviors. The last
part of our report will show some results from using this new system.

Summary
A site report from AGLT2 summarizing the current status and focusing on recent storage related efforts to
find and remove bottlenecks in the infrastructure.
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